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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we first prove a new fixed-point theorem from which the Kakutani's 
fixed-point theorem in locally convex topological vector spaces is immediately extended to H-spaces. 
Then, we establish a new existence theorem of equilibrium for generalized games in H-spaces, by 
applying our fixed-point theorem. (~ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the notion of H-spaces, which include topological vector spaces, convex subsets of normed 
linear spaces, hyperconvex metric spaces, as well as some others as part icular cases, was intro- 
duced by Bardaro and Ceppitell i in 1988 [1], many authors have investigated the continuous 
selection theorems, fixed-point heorems, minimax theorems, and existence theorems of equilib- 
r ium for generalized games in H-spaces (see, [1-11]). The hypotheses in these existence theorems 
of equil ibrium points for generalized games typical ly assumed continuity of uti l ity function and 
openness of inverse image, for constraint correspondence. Unfortunately, many important map- 
pings in the theory of economic games do not possess these properties (or in the general case 
it is very hard to check these properties). The purpose of this note is to establish an existence 
theorem of equil ibrium for generalized games in H-spaces without the conditions that  uti l i ty 
function is continuous and inverse image of constraint correspondence ontains an open subset 
(or compactly open subset). In Section 2, we prove a new fixed-point theorem which will be used 
in the proof of existence theorem of equilibrium point for generalized games in Section 3. 
Throughout his paper we use 2 A and 5V(A) to denote the families of all nonempty subsets 
and all nonempty finite subsets of a set A, respectively, and suppose all topological spaces are 
Hausdorff. 
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Let A be a subset of a topological space X. We use .4 to denote the closure of A in X. 
Let {rA} be a family of some nonempty contractible subsets of X indexed by A E ~-(X) such 
that FA C_ F A, whenever A C_ AC The pair (X, {FA}) is called the H-space. 
Let D be a nonempty subset of an H-space. 
(i) D is called H-convex, if FA C D for all A E 5r(D). 
(ii) D is called weakly H-convex, if FA M D is contractible for all A E ~(D) .  
(iii) D is called H-compact, if for each A E :P(X) there exists weakly H-convex compact 
subset DA of X such that A U D C DA. Obviously, the H-convexity implies the weakly 
H-convexity, but the converse is not true. 
An H-space (X, {FA}) is said to be an I.e.-space [3], if X is a uniform space with the uniform 
structure/d having a base 13 such that for each V E j3 the set {y E X : EMV(y)  ¢ O} is H-convex 
whenever E is H-convex, where V(y) = {x E X : (y, x) E V}. 
Let X and Y be two topological spaces. Let F : X - - *  2 Y be a multivalued mapping. We use 
G~(F) to denote the graph of F,  i.e., G~(F) = {(x, y) E X x Y :  y E F(x)}. 
(a) F is said to be upper semicontinuous (respectively, lower semicontinuous), if  for each 
closed subset H (respectively, open subset) of Y, F -1 (H) is closed (respectively, open), 
where F- I (H)  = (x E X : F(x) A H ~ 0}. F is said to be continuous if F is both upper 
and lower semicontinuous. 
(b) F is said to have closed graph if Gr(F)  is closed in X x Y. 
2. F IXED-POINT  THEOREMS 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [3].) Let (X,{FA}) be an H-space and {H~ : i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  a family of 
nonempty closed subsets of X.  If  there exists a subset {x l , . . .  ,xn} of X such that for each 
nonempty subset J of{1,2 , . . .  ,n}, F{xj:jej} C_ U{Hj : j E J}, then A{H~ : i <_ n} ~ 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a paracompaet topological space, (Y, {FA}) an H-space, and F : X ~ Y 
a Hausdorff upper semieontinuous multivalued mapping. I fY  is a uniform space with the uniform 
structure bl having a base t3 such that for each V E f~ and each x E X the set V(F(x))  = {y E 
Y : V(y) A F(x) ~ O} is H-convex in (Y, {FA}), then for any open covering ~ of X and any 
V E/,/, there exists a continuous function f : X --~ Y with the property that for each x E X 
there exists x' E X such that x, x ~ E O and (f(x), y') E V for some 0 E ~ and some y' E F(x~). 
PROOF. Let f~ be an open cover of X and W E /~. Take an element V E ~ with V c_ W. For 
each x E X, there exists Ox E fl such that x E Ox. Since F is upper semicontinuous, for each 
x E X,  there exists an open neighborhood Qz of x with Qx c_ Ox such that 
F(z) ~ V(F(x)), (1) 
for all z E Qx. Since X is paracompact, here exists an open covering {Ga : a E A} of X such 
that {Ga : a E A} is a start refinement of {Qx : x E X}. For each x E X, let x E G~. for some 
ax E A. Now for {Ga : a E A}, using upper semicontinuity of F, again, repeating the argument 
above, we have that for each x E X there exist an open neighborhood Q~ of x with Q~ c_ Ga~ 
such that F(z) C V(F(x)),  for all z E Q~. Since X is paracompact, {Q~ : x E x}  has a locally 
finite open refinement T¢ which covers X. Let T¢ = {H a : 13 E B}. Then for each fl E B, there 
exists x~ E X such that H a C_ Q~,. Take Yz~ E F(x~). Define map ~ : T¢ , Y by putting 
r}(H~) = Yx, for each/3 E B. According to Theorem 3.1 of [3], there exists a continuous function 
f : X ~ Y such that 
f (x) E r{~7(Hf~):xeHB} , (2) 
for each x E X. We check that f is the desired map. 
For a covering C of X and x E X, define St(x,C) = U{C E C : x E C}. 
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Fix x0 • X. Then, 
x0 • s~(x0,n) c_ st(x0, {Q" : z • x})  c s~(z0, {c,~ : x • x})  c_ Qx,, (3) 
for some x' • X.  On the other hand, if x0 • HZ, then x0 • H~ C_ Q"  c_ Ga~.  Since 
zz  • Gaits, by (3), we have x~ • Qx'. By (1), F(xz) C_C_ Y(F(x')). Hence, Yx~ • Y(F(x')).  Since 
is locally finite, we can let St(xo,T~) = U{H~, : i = 1,2, . . .  ,n}. Thus, Yx,, • V(F(x')), for 
i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. Since V(F(x')) is H-convex, F{y~:i=l,2,...,n} C_ V(F(x')). Hence, by (2), we have 
f(xo) • V(F(x')). We conclude that x0,x'  • Ox, and (f(xo), y) • Y C_ W, for some y • F(x'), 
which completes the proof. I 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (X, {FA}) be an H-space, E a paracompact dosed weakly H-convex subset 
of X,  F : E , 2 x an upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping such that F(x) is closed for 
each x • E. If X is a uniform space with the uniform structure/4 having a base j3 such that 
for each V • ~ and each x • X the set v(F(x))  = {y • X : V(y) N F(x) ~ 0} is H-convex in 
(x,  {FA}), F(E) is compact and F(E) C_ E, then F has a fixed point. 
PROOF. Fix an arbitrary W • /4 .  Without loss of generality, we may assume that W is sym- 
metric. There exists an element U • f~ such that U o U C_ W. Take an open symmetric element 
V ~ of /4 with V' o V t _C U. Further, again take an open symmetric element V • /4 such that 
VoV C V'. Put f~= {V(x) ME:x•E} .  Then, by Lemma 2.2, for f~ andV,  there exists a 
continuous function f : E ----* 2 X such that for each x • E, there exists x' • E satisfying 
x, x' • V(x") M E and (f  (x), y') • V, (4) 
for some x" • E and some y' • F(x'). Since F(E) is compact and F(E) C_ E, there exists a 
finite subset {Xl , . . . ,  xn} of E such that 
F(E) C_ V(F(E)) C_ U{Vo Y(x i ) :  i -- 1 , . . . ,n}  c_ U{V'(xi) : i = 1 , . . . ,n} .  (5) 
For each i = 1, . . . ,  n, let us put Hx, = E \  f -1 (V'(xi)). The continuity of f implies that each Hx, 
is closed in E for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Furthermore, it follows that 
n{gx, : i  = 1 , . . . ,n}  = 0. (6) 
Indeed, if not, then we can pike x • n{Hx, : i = 1, . . . ,n} .  Thus, f (x) ~ V'(xi) for all 
i = 1, : . . ,  n. This contradicts (5). Since E is weakly H-convex in X, (E, FAN E) is the H-space. 
By Lemma 2.1 and (6), there exists a subset {ul . . . .  , Uk} of {xl . . . .  , x,~} and 
y • F{ ....... ~} ;7 E (7) 
such that y ~ Huj for each j = 1 , . . . ,k ,  where k < n. Therefore, y E f- l(V~(uj)) for each 
j = 1 , . . . , k .  Hence, we have f(y) E V'(uj), i.e., uj • V'(f(y)) for each j = 1 , . . . ,  k. On the 
other hand, by (4), there exists y~ • E such that (y, y') • V' and f(y) • V(F(y')). Therefore, for 
each j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k, we have uj • Y'(f(y)) C V'(V(F(y'))) C_ U(F(y')). Since U(F(y')) is H- 
"convex, by (7), we have y • F{~ ....... k} ME C_ U(F(y')). Therefore, y' • V'(y) C V'(U(F(y'))) C 
U(U(F(y'))) c_ W(F(y')). Thus, we have shown that for each W • U, there exists xw • E and 
yw • F(xw) such that (xw,yw)  • W.  It is obvious that {yw}weu is a net in F(E). Since F(E) 
is compact and F iE  ) c E, one has that {Yw}weu converges to some point Y0 • E. We show that 
the net {xw}wev converges also to Y0. Let G be a neighborhood of Y0- Then there exists W ~ • /4  
such that W'(yo) C_ G. Take W" • /4  with W" o W" C_ W'. Then, there exists W0 • /4  such that 
Yw • W"(yo) whenever W C_ Wo N W". If W C_ Wo N W", then (xw,Yw) • W C_ W", hence, 
xw • W"(yw) c_ W" o W"(yo) C_ W'(yo) C_ G. Therefore, (Y0,Y0) • Gr(F) M (E x E). Note 
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that Gr(F)  is closed in E x E, because F is upper semicontinuous and closed valued. Therefore, 
(Y0, Y0) E Gr(F),  i.e., Yo E F(yo). | 
Recently, Wu and Yuan [5] obtained the following generalization of the Brouwer-Schauder- 
Tychonoff ixed-point heorem. 
Let (X, {FA),/4) be a paracompact Hausdorff 1.c.-space with F{x} = {x} for all x E X, where 
L/is the uniform structure on X. Let D be a nonempty H-compact subset of X and T : X ~ 2 9 
a continuous multivalued mapping with nonempty closed H-convex values. Then there exists a 
point x* E D such that x* E T(x*). 
In the above Wu-Yuan's theorem, the two conditions that F is continuous and F{x} = {x} for 
all x E X are essential. 
From Theorem 2.3, we obtain immediately the following theorem which improves and gen- 
eralizes the above theorem of Wu-Yuan [5] in the following two respects: first, the continuity 
of set-valued mapping F is weakened to the upper semicontinuity; second, the condition that 
F(x) = {x} for all x E X can be dropped. At the same time, the following theorem extends 
also the famous Kakutani's fixed-point heorem in locally convex topological vector spaces to 
H-spaces. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (X, {FA}) be an 1.c.-space. Let D be a nonempty H-compact subset of X 
and T : X ) 2 D a upper semieontinuous multivalued mapping with nonempty closed H-convex 
values. Then there exists a point x* E D such that x* c T(x*). 
PROOF. Let M be the uniform structure on X having a base j3 such that for each V C/3 the set 
{y E Y : E M V(y) • O} is H-convex whenever E is H-convex in (Y, {rA}), where V(y) = {x c 
Y : (x,y)  E V}. Then, for each x E X and each V c ~, the set V(F(x) )  is H-convex, because 
F(x)  is H-convex for each x E X. Since D is nonempty H-compact, there exists compact weakly 
H-convex subset E of X such that D c_ E. Let F : E - -~ 2 X be the restriction of T to E. Then 
F(E)  = T(E)  C_ D. SinceD C_ EandE iscompact ,  F(E)  C_ D C E and F(E)  is compact. 
Thus, F satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3, hence, F has fixed point, i.e., there exists a 
point x* C E such that x* c F(x*). Since F(x*) = T(x*) C_ D, there exists a point x* E D such 
that x* E T(x*). This completes this proof. | 
3. EQUIL IBR IUM POINTS IN  GENERAL IZED GAMES 
Throughout his section, we use R to denote the set of all real numbers. 
Let I be the set of players which is any countable or uncountable set. For each i E I, let X~ 
be the set of strategies of the ith player. Let X = I-Let Xi and X - i  = l-Ije~\{~} Xj. For each 
i E I, let F~ : X - i  ,2  X' be the constraint correspondence. That is, for each fixed i E I ,  when 
the other players choose their strategy x- i  C X- i ,  the ith player can choose his strategy only in 
the set Fi(x- i ) .  For each i c I, let ui : X ~ R be the utility function of ith player. The family 
of triples (Xi, Fi, u~)ie1 is called a generalized game or an abstract economy. A point x* E X is 
called an equilibrium point of the generalized games or abstract economy, if for each i E I one has 
x~ E Fi(x*__~) and ui(x* ) >_ ui(x* i, zi) for all zi C Fi(x*i),  where x* i denotes the projection of x* 
X* onto X_i for each i E I and ( - i ,  z~) denote the point of X which has zi as its ith coordinate. 
Let X be a topological space. A real value function u : X ~ R is said to be upper semicontin- 
uous (respectively, lower semicontinuous), if for each point x' e X, we have limsupx__, z, <_ u(x') 
(respectively, liminfz-,z, > u(x')). 
DEFINITION 3.1. (See [12].) Let E and Y be two topological spaces and F : E ----* 2 y be a 
multivalued mappings. A function u : E x Y ---* R is said to be feasible path transfer lower 
semicontinuous (in short, FPT  1.s.c.) in E with respect to F if for each (e, y) E E × Y with 
y E F(e) and any e > O, there exists some neighborhood Oe of e such that for any e ~ E Oe there 
exists y' C F(e') satisfying u(e, y) < u(e', y~) + ~. 
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It is obvious that if F is a lower semicontinuous and u is lower semicontinuous, then u is FPT  
1.s.c. But, the converse is not true in general. For a counterexample, see [12]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. (See [2].) Let (X, {FA}) be an H-space. A function f : X ---* R called 
H-concave, if for every finite subset A = {x l , . . . ,xn}  c X and for every z • FA there exists 
an n-tuple ( t l (Z )  . . . .  ,tn(z)) • R n with ~n=lt i (z  ) = 1 and each ti(z) :> 0 such that f (z )  >_ 
Ei l ti(z)f(xi). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (Xi, Fi, ui)iei be a generalized game. For each i • I assume that: 
(i) Xi is a compact weakly H-convex subset of the l.c.-space (Ei, {FA~}); 
(iN) ui is upper semicontinuous, and H-concave with respect o variable xi; 
(iii) Fi is upper semicontinuous such that for each x- i  • X- i ,  Fi(x-i) is nonempty dosed 
H-convex; 
(iv) ui is FPT /.s.c. in Xi with respect o Fi. 
Then there exists an equilibrium point for the generalized game. 
PROOF. For any i • I, x - i  • X - i  and z • Fi(x- i) ,  let T~-~(z) = {Yi • Fi(x-i) : ui(x- i ,yi)  >_ 
ui(x_i, z)}. 
First, we show that T~-' (z) is nonempty closed. 
If y~ • Fi(x-i) \ T~-'(z), then ui(x-i,y~) < ui(x- i ,z).  Since ui is upper semicontinuous, 
there exists a neighborhood Oy~ of y~ such that Yi • Oy~ implies Ui(X-i, Yi) < ui(x-i ,  z). Thus, 
Oy~ MT~-'(z) = 0. Obviously, for each z • Fi(x-i), one has T~/:-,'(z) ¢ q}. 
Now we demonstrate that the family {T/Z-'(z) : z • Fi(x- i )} has the finite intersection prop- 
erty. 
Let {zl, z2,. • •, Zn} be a finite subset of Fi(x-i). To show that N{T~-' (zj) : j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} ¢ 0, 
according to Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that for any subset {z?%~,..., z?%~ } of {zl, z2 . . . .  , z?%}, 
one has F{z,~ ..... z,,k} c_ U{T~-'(z?%j) : j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k}. Indeed, if not, then we can pick Yi • 
F{~.~ ..... ~,~} such that 
ui (x- i ,y i )  < (8) 
for all j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. On the other hand, ui is H-concave with respect o variable xi, there exists 
an k-tuple ( r l , . . . ,  rk) • R k with )--~k=l rj ---- 1 and each rj _> 0 such that 
k 
ui (x-i, Yi) >- ~ rjui (x_g, z?%~). (9) 
j= l  
By (8), it follows that ui(x-i ,  Yi) < ~-~k=l rjui(x-i,  zn~) which contradicts (9). 
By the compactness of Fi(x-i), we have M{T~-' (z) :z  • Fi(x- i )} ¢ 0. 
For each i • I, we define mapping Ti : X - i  ~ 2 z '  by putting Ti(x_i) = {Yi • Fi(x-i)  : 
ui(x- i ,yi)  >_ ui(x_i ,z),Vz • Fi(x_i)}. Then, Ti(x-i) is nonempty closed for any x - i  • X - i .  
Furthermore, define mapping T : X ~ 2 ~ by putting T(x) = 1-Lez Ti(x-i) for each x = 
(xi)ier • X. Then, T(x) is nonempty closed for any x • X. By (i) and (iii), it follows that Fi 
is nonempty compact valued, and has a closed graph. By (iN) and (iv), according to Theorem 1 
of [12], it follows that the Ti have closed graphs. Therefore, T has a closed graph. Since X is 
compact, it is well known that T is upper semicontinuous. 
Now we show that Ti(x-i) is H-convex in (Ei, {FA-i}), for each x- i  • X- i .  
Let {y~,y2 . . . .  ,y~} be a finite subset of Ti(x-i). Then, for each j -- 1,2 . . . .  ,n, we have 
ui(x-i,y~) >_ ui(x- i ,z) ,  for all z • Fi(x-i). By the H-convexity of Fi(x-i), we have 
F{ul,u~ ..... ui,} c_ Fi(x-i). Since ui is H-concave with respect to the variable xi, for each Yi • 
F ~ 2 ,~ , there exists an n-tuple 1 n " (tl(Yi),.. t?%(y'~)) • R?% with ~j=l t j (~)  = 1 and each {Y~ ,y~ ,...,y~ } •, 
tj(yJ) > 0 such that 
?% 
j= l  
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For any z E Fi(x- i) ,  we have ui(x- i ,y~) >_ ui(x_ i ,z)  for all j -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  hence, 
n t ~'~j=l J(Y~)ui(x- i 'Y j) >- u i (x- i ,z ) .  By (10), we have that ui(x- i ,y i )  >_ u i (x- i ,z ) .  By the 
arbitrariness of z, it follows that Yi E Ti(x- i) .  Hence, F{y~,v~ ..... ui'} c_ Ti(x_,), and thus, Ti(x- i )  
is an H-convex set in (Ei, {FA,)). 
Since {(Ei, (FA,)A~eY(E,)))~eI is a family of H-spaces, it is obvious that the product E = 
I]iex Ei can be regarded as an H-space in the following way: for each A • ~(E) ,  let FA = 
I]ieI FA,, where A~ denotes the projection of A into Ei. 
Since for each i • I, T i (x- i )  is H-convex in (Ei, {FA,)), it is straightforward to check that 
T(x)  is H-convex in (X, {FA)) for any x • X. 
For each i • I ,  let/4i be the uniform structure on Yi having a base ~ such that  for each Vi • ~i 
the set {Yi • Ei : Mi N Vi(yi) ~ O) is H-convex whenever Mi is H-convex in (Ei, {FA~}), where 
Vi(yi) = {xi • Ei : (zi, Yi) • Vi}. 
By the previous argument, V~(Ti(x-i)) is H-convex for each i • I, x - i  • X - i  and Vi • ~i. 
Let ~ = {1--Iiex II/ : Vi • /~i). Then ~ is a base of some uniform structure/4 on E. Now, we 
will show that  for each x • X and V • ~ the set V(T(x) )  is H-convex in (E, {FA}). 
Fix an arbitrary x = (xi) ie l  • X and V = l-]ieIV/ • f~. Let {z l , z2 , . . . , zn}  be a finite 
subset of V(T(x)) .  Then, exists a finite subset {Yl ,Y2, . . . ,Yn)  of T(x)  such that (z j ,y j)  • V 
= . {zl, z 2, z~} and for each j  1,2,.  ,n. Let i i i i . . .  , {Yl, Y2,. . . ,  Yi) be the projections of the sets 
{zl, z2 , . . . ,  zn} and {Yl, Y2,. . . ,  Yn) into Xi, respectively. By the definitions of T and 8, we have 
i i {z l , z2 , . . . , z~} C_ Vi(T~(x_~)). According to the previous argument, V~(Ti(x-i)) is H-convex, 
hence, F{zl,z6 ..... z¢,} C_ V~(Ti(x-i)). Therefore, 
iEI iEI 
If z' • [I~eI Vi(Ti(x-i)),  then z~ • Vi(T~(x_~)) for each i • I.  There exists z~' • T i (x- i )  such 
that  (z~, z~') • Vi for each i • I.  Obviously, z" = (z~')iei • T(x)  and (z', z") • Y = l-Lei vi. 
Thus, we have that I I iez V~(Ti(x_i)) C_ ( ILeI  V~)(T(x)) = Y(T(x)) .  By (11), we have that 
F{z~,z~ ..... z,,} C_ V(T(x)) .  This has shown that for each x • X and V • ~, the set V(T(x) )  is 
H-convex in (Z, {FA}). 
Thus, T satisfies all hypotheses in Theorem 2.3, hence, T has fixed point x*. It is easy to see 
x* is an equil ibrium point for the generalized game. | 
REMARK. In [12], Tian and Zhou proved an existence theorem of equil ibrium for generalized 
games in locally convex topological vector spaces. Tian-Zhou's theorem generalizes many exis- 
tence theorems of equilibrium for the generalized game. Theorem 3.3 extends the Tian-Zhou's 
theorem to H-spaces. 
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